ENGAGEMENT MANAGER

BIOVID IS HIRING
Since day one, BioVid’s formula for success has been to foster a collaborative, supportive culture
where incredibly talented people are encouraged to be the best at what they do.
If you are an intellectually curious
person with a diverse research toolkit
who enjoys collaborating with multidisciplinary teams and you’re hungry
to work with colleagues who will push
you to do the best work of your career,
we encourage you to explore our
Engagement Manager role.

From excellence in research design and experience with diverse research
methodologies, to the ability to formulate powerful, penetrating insights and
craft crisp proposals and reports, this role is a great fit for someone who loves
research, cherishes creative thinking, and thrives on working with talented,
multi-disciplinary teams on intellectually engaging initiatives.

WHAT YOU’LL DO
While we invite applicants to help expand our thinking about the role based on what they can bring
to us, the core duties of an Engagement Manager at BioVid currently involves:
• Serve as project lead and main client contact on diverse projects for diverse healthcare clients.
• Consult with clients to understand project and business objectives, and provide guidance on appropriate design,
methodology, and path to project success.
• Engage effectively with multi-disciplinary teams of Social Scientists, Designers, Researchers, and Operations
professional throughout projects to ensure smooth operations and optimal outcomes.
• Craft best-in-class project and study materials, including screeners, surveys, discussion guides, and infographics.
• Play a central role in all facets of research and consulting projects – from project design to data collection to data
analysis to report writing, workshop facilitation, and presentations.
• Working closely with our Design team, envision and craft amazing reports and presentations that exceed client expectations.
• Play a meaningful role in the training and development of junior staff.
• Play a meaningful role in cultivating BioVid’s company culture and evolution by participating in organizational
initiatives (e.g., committees, innovation, client relationship building).

WHO YOU ARE
Who you are matters to us as much as what you do.
A BioVidian playing the role of Engagement Manager has the following traits and qualifications:
• Deep sense of humanity and humor,
especially during busy times.
• Courage and flexibility to explore
new territories and tackle new
challenges.
• Joy in exploring big ideas and
applying them to real-world
challenges.

• Penchant for creative problem
solving and raising the bar.
• Experience and excitement for
both qualitative and quantitative
research.
• Strong attention to detail without
losing the forest for the trees

• Bachelor’s degree required;
Master’s in relevant field preferred.
• 3+ years of market research
industry experience required;
5+ years preferred.
• Experience in health care market
research preferred.
• Willingness and ability to travel
out-of-state/out-of-country

MEET OUR CURRENT ENGAGEMENT MANAGERS
As part of our team, you’d be in excellent company. In our view, we have some of the best Engagement
Managers in the business. Don’t believe us? Check out the LinkedIn profiles of four of our best and brightest.

Jillian Campbell

Tyler Ritchey

Tom Stoeckle

Greta Roecker

HOW TO APPLY: If you think you are ready to dive into meaningful, interesting research at BioVid,
please send your resume and a cover letter telling us why to hiring@biovid.com

(609) 750-1400

